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The 2-deoxyglucose method was used to examine metabolic 
activity in the hippocampus, dentate gyrus, and amygdala 
of rhesus monkeys performing working-memory and control 
tasks. A working-memory group was tested on 1 of 3 tasks 
requiring trial-by-trial updating of information: delayed spa- 
tial response, delayed spatial alternation, or delayed object 
alternation. A control group was tested either on an asso- 
ciative memory problem, visual pattern discrimination, or a 
sensory-motor task that did not have an explicit mnemonic 
component. Local cerebral glucose utilization (LCGU) in spe- 
cific layers of the dentate gyrus and the CA1 and CA3 sec- 
tors of the hippocampus, as well as in 7 distinct nuclei of 
the amygdala, was measured and compared across groups. 

Metabolic rate in specific layers of the dentate gyrus and 
the CA3 and CA1 fields of the hippocampus was enhanced 
in the working-memory compared with the control group: 
LCGU was between 18 and 24% higher in the granule cell 
and molecular layers of the dentate gyrus and in the molec- 
ular and radiatum layers of CA1 and CA3 in the hippocam- 
pus. In contrast, no significant group differences in LCGU 
were found for any of the 7 amygdaloid nuclei examined: the 
lateral, lateral basal, medial basal, accessory basal, cortical, 
central, and medial nuclei. 

These results are consistent with previous evidence show- 
ing that lesions of the hippocampus affect memory selec- 
tively, producing deficits on some memory problems while 
sparing others. Our findings further suggest that working- 
memory may be a common denominator among those tasks 
that are sensitive to hippocampal damage in monkeys. The 
contribution of the amygdala to performance on memory 
tasks, on the other hand, appears to be independent of the 
specific type of memory process that is engaged. 

Although damage to the hippocampus has long been associated 
with memory loss in both humans (Scoville and Milner, 1957) 
and animals (Mishkin and Pribram, 1954; Pribram et al., 1962; 
Correll and Scoville, 1967; O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978; Olton et 
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al., 1979) recent studies have offered new insights concerning 
the nature of the mnemonic processes affected (Mishkin et al., 
1984; Mahut and Moss, 1984; Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1985) 
and the contribution of specific sectors of the hippocampus to 
these processes (Zola-Morgan et al., 1986). The character of 
medial temporal lobe amnesia has recently been delimited by 
reports showing that memory for tasks that tap perceptual and 
motor skills is not impaired, even in the case of H.M., the 
exemplar for human temporal lobe dysfunction (Milner et al., 
1968; Milner, 1970; Cohen et al., 1985; Corkin et al., 1985). 
Medial temporal lobe damage, therefore, appears to leave “pro- 
cedural” (Squire and Cohen, 1984; Cohen et al., 1985) or “hab- 
it” (Mishkin et al., 1984) memory intact. By contrast, the per- 
formance of these patients on a variety of verbal and spatial 
cognitive tasks (Scoville and Mimer, 1957; Milner, 1970; Corkin 
et al., 1985) has indicated profound impairments on what has 
been termed “declarative” memory (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 
1983; Squire and Cohen, 1984). 

Selective memory deficits also are produced by hippocampal 
lesions in the monkey (Mishkin and Pribram, 1954; Orbach et 
al., 1960; Pribram et al., 1962; Mahut, 197 1; Zola-Morgan and 
Squire, 1986) and in the rat (Olton et al., 1979; Jarrard, 1980; 
Kesner, 1985). As in the clinical literature, a dichotomy exists 
with respect to the kinds of memory tasks that are and are not 
affected by damage to the hippocampal formation. Generally, 
tasks in which information must be remembered for only a 
limited period of time, that is, working-memory tasks (Honig, 
1978; Olton et al., 1979; Baddeley, 1982) are particularly sen- 
sitive to hippocampal damage. For example, rats with hippo- 
campal lesions are impaired on radial maze paradigms that 
specifically require working-memory (Olton et al., 1979; Olton, 
1983; Kesner, 1985). Similarly, monkeys with hippocampal le- 
sions display poor performance on delayed nonmatching-to- 
sample tests (Mahut et al., 1982; Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1986) 
and on spatial mnemonic tests (Pribram et al., 1962; Mahut, 
197 I), both of which also engage working-memory. In contrast, 
hippocampal damage does not seriously impair the performance 
of monkeys on relatively simple associative memory tasks in 
which the stimulus-response contingencies remain constant 
across trials (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1984, 1986). Therefore, 
it is possible that working-memory is a common process engaged 
by tasks sensitive to hippocampal damage in monkeys and is 
one among other mnemonic processes such as memory con- 
solidation (e.g., Mahut and Moss, 1984) that involve the hip- 
pocampus. 

Just as the memory processes mediated by the hippocampal 
formation are becoming specified, so also are the neural com- 
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ponents that contribute to this function. In their seminal anal- 
ysis, Scoville and Milner (1957) emphasized the relationship 
between the extent of hippocampal damage in humans and the 
severity of consequent amnesia. However, the contribution of 
other regions, particularly the amygdala, to the amnesic syn- 
drome has not yet been fully dissociated from that of the hip- 
pocampus because the kinds of traumatic brain injury that pro- 
duce amnesia in humans, for example, anoxia and stroke, usually 
damage multiple brain sites. Similarly, the components of the 
medial temporal lobe lesion that produces amnesia in the non- 
human primate are still being assessed (Horel, 1978; Moss et 
al., 1981;Zola-Morganet al., 1982; MurrayandMishkin, 1986). 
While damage to the hippocampal formation is sufficient to 
impair performance on some memory tasks (Mahut et al., 1982; 
Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1986) additional damage to the amyg- 
dala may be necessary to produce a substantial deficit in rec- 
ognition memory (Mishkin, 1978; Murray and Mishkin, 1984; 
but see Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1988). 

To provide further insight into the role of the hippocampus, 
dentate gyrus, and amygdala in memory processes, we used the 
*‘C-2-deoxyglucose (2-DG) method (Sokoloff et al., 1977) to 
study functional metabolic activity in these brain areas of mon- 
keys performing working-memory tasks. This study is a depar- 
ture from many previous experiments on memory in the non- 
human primate and from previous 2-DG experiments because 
intact, rather than brain-damaged, monkeys were used and be- 
cause the experimental variable was performance on a cognitive 
task. We measured glucose utilization in specific components 
of the hippocampus: the CA3 and the CA1 sectors of Ammon’s 
horn, in the dentate gyrus and in specific amygdaloid nuclei to 
determine whether these areas are selectively or differentially 
engaged by tasks with working-memory requirements. 

Three different working-memory tasks were used in the pres- 
ent study: two were tests of spatial memory (delayed response 
and delayed alternation) and one was a test of nonspatial mem- 
ory (delayed object alternation). The delayed spatial response 
and delayed spatial alternation tasks both require trial-by-trial 
updating of information about the spatial position of the reward. 
The delayed object alternation test, like its spatial analog, also 
requires that the monkey remember the events of the preceding 
trial because the correct response requires an accurate memory 
of the object previously selected. Therefore, the 3 paradigms 
were alike in their reliance upon working-memory processes but 
differed in the nature of the information to be remembered. We 
compared glucose utilization rates in the dentate gyrus, in the 
CA1 and the CA3 sectors of the hippocampus, and in the amyg- 
dala of monkeys performing working-memory tasks with rates 
in the same brain regions of a control group of monkeys who 
performed tasks that did not engage working-memory. Monkeys 
in this control group were tested on either a well-learned visual 
pattern discrimination task in which the association between 
the stimulus and the correct response was invariant across trials 
or on a sensory-motor task that had no explicit mnemonic com- 
ponent but was similar to all the other tasks in its sensory, motor, 
and motivational aspects. 

Materials and Methods 
Subjects 
Fifteen male rhesus monkeys (Mucucu mu/utta) weighing 2.0-6.0 kg 
were trained on 1 of the 5 different behavioral paradigms used: delayed 
spatial response, delayed spatial alternation, delayed object alternation, 
visual pattern discrimination, and a sensory-motor control task. All 

monkeys were housed individually, and their diet was adjusted to main- 
tain a stable level of motivation. 

Apparatus and test procedures 
Monkeys were restrained in a primate chair and tested in a modified 
Wisconsin General Test Annaratus (WGTA) containing a test tray with 
2 recessed food wells and an opaque screen’ that could-be lowered and 
raised to limit access to the tray. The WGTA was inside a darkened, 
sound-shielded room that also housed a white-noise generator that sup- 
plied a constant level (90 dB) of background noise during testing. 

Behavioral training was preceded by several sessions in which mon- 
keys were chair-adapted in the WGTA and were taught to displace 
3-dimensional objects (delayed object alternation) or square (8 cm) 
cardboard plaques (all other test paradigms) in order to retrieve a reward 
(peanut quarters, raisins, or small pieces of apple). Monkeys were ini- 
tially trained using short delay and intertrial intervals (O-5 set). After 
achieving proficiency (85% correct in 100 trials) on this preliminary 
version of a given task, the intertrial delay, the number of trials per 
session, and the duration of each test session were gradually increased 
over a period of weeks and months until criterion (90%) was achieved 
at the prescribed delay in a 45-50 min daily test session. The 2-DG test 
was scheduled thereafter. The procedures of these behavioral tests have 
been previously described (Pribram and Mishkin, 1956; Goldman, 197 1) 
and are reviewed briefly below. 

Delayed spatial response (Fig. 1). Three monkeys were trained on this 
task. Monkeys observed as one well was baited (cue phase) and then 
both wells were covered with identical cardboard plaques. A 12 set 
delay period followed, during which visual contact with the wells was 
prevented by the lowered screen. After the delay, the screen was raised 
and the appropriate plaque could be displaced to retrieve the reward 
(response phase). The position of the reward was randomly varied on 
each trial (Gellerman, 1933). 

Delayed spatial alternation (Fig. 1). In this task, wells were baited on 
each trial with the screen lowered. On the first trial of each session both 
wells were baited and covered with identical cards; thereafter, only the 
well not selected on the preceding trial was baited. Thus, the position 
of the previous correct response must be remembered to select the 
alternate well and obtain the reward on each new trial. Four monkeys 
were trained. Two were assigned to a 12 set, and 2 to a 30 set delay 
condition. One of these (DA3) had previously received training in the 
delayed object alternation paradigm. 

Delayed object alternation (Fig. 1). Two monkeys were trained on this 
paradigm in which features of objects rather than spatial location (as in 
delayed spatial response and delayed spatial alternation) provided the 
relevant information for correct performance. A blue cube (6.5 cm 
square x 3 cm high) and a green cylinder (6.5 cm diameter x 8 cm 
high) were used to cover the wells. Training occurred in stages. Monkeys 
first were taught a simple object discrimination reversal task using a 
criterion of 90% correct in 60 trials before reversing the reward contin- 
gencies. The number of trials to reversal was decreased in stages from 
60 to 30, 15, 10, and 5 trials until l-trial alternation was achieved, and 
the intertrial interval was gradually increased to 12 sec. The spatial 
position of the objects, and hence the reward, was randomly varied 
(Gellennan, 1933). Therefore, as in spatial alternation, information about 
the immediately preceding response must be used to guide the correct 
response on each successive trial. 

Visual pattern discrimination (Fig. 2). In this paradigm, 4 monkeys 
were trained to discriminate between 2 visual stimuli that were shown 
simultaneously on each trial. Both stimuli were white cut-outs (5 x 5 
cm) pasted on black cardboard; the S+ was a plus sign and the S- was 
an outline of a square. The same stimuli were used on all trials across 
all test sessions. A 10 set delay separated all trials. The spatial position 
of the stimuli was randomly varied (Gellerman, 1933). 

Sensory-motor control (Fig. 2). Two monkeys were assigned to this 
condition in which one or both of the wells were baited and identical 
cards were placed on the testing board, sometimes covering the wells, 
sometimes not. The bait always was retrieved on each trial. Thus, the 
sensory stimuli and motor responses used in this paradigm were similar 
to those present in all other tasks. Although the screen was lowered for 
12 set between trials, the monkey did not have to remember anything 
during this delay because the reward was automatically provided on 
each trial. Monkeys were trained on this paradigm until they were adapt- 
ed to the testing situation and reliably retrieved rewards throughout a 
45 min session. 
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Figure 1. The working-memory tasks. Left, In the delayed spatial response task, the monkey watched as one well was baited (cue) and both wells 
were covered by identical cards. The screen was lowered for the delay and then raised to permit a response. Middle, In the delayed spatial alternation 
task, wells were baited and covered with the screen down during the intertrial interval (ZTZ). On successive trials (e.g., Trials 1 and 2) alternate 
wells were baited. Right, In the delayed object alternation task, wells were baited and covered with the screen down during the intertrial interval 
(ZTZ). Alternate objects covered the baited well on successive trials (e.g., Trials 1 and 2). 

2-DG 
Preparation. The quantitative DG method described by Sokoloff et al. 
(1977) was followed. Monkeys were anesthetized using a mixture of 
nitrous oxide and halothane gas in conjunction with local anesthetics 
for the insertion of catheters into the femoral artery and vein of one leg 
prior to the 2-DG test. These animals sat in the primate chair for at 
least 2 hr to insure recovery from the effects of anesthesia prior to 
behavioral testing. In 5 cases, however, the catheterization was per- 
formed about 24 hr prior to the 2-DG injection to further promote alert 
testing performance. In these instances, monkeys received ketamine (10 
mg/kg) in addition to the anesthetic gas mixture and catheters were 
inserted under aseptic conditions. Sterile catheters were inserted and 
tied to the femoral vessels, and the exposed ends were sealed and secured 
about the sutured wound with bandages for protection. These monkeys 
were kept in their home cages overnight. The free ends of the catheters 
were exposed and opened prior to the 2-DG experiment. Subcutaneous 
lidocaine and topical anesthetics were applied liberally during surgery 
and before the 2-DG experiment for both procedures. 

Experimental session. Five minutes into the test session, monkeys 
were injected with W-2-DG (100 Z&i/kg in 1 pCi/lO ~1 sterile saline, 
50-60 mCi/mM; American Radiolabeled Chemicals) followed by a sa- 
line flush. Timed arterial blood samples were taken over the next 45 

min, after which the monkey was killed with an overdose of sodium 
pentobarbital. In 5 cases, the brain was rapidly removed, sectioned into 
blocks, and immersed in cold (-40°C) isopentane. In all other cases, 
monkeys were first perfused through the heart using a buffered 3.3% 
paraformaldehyde solution (1.5-2.0 liter, pH 7.4). This procedure was 
adopted because it consistently improved the quality of the sectioned 
tissue. All brain tissue was stored at -70°C. 

Tissue processing. Tissue sections 20 Nrn thick were cut at - 22°C on 
a cryostat (Bright Instruments). Four serial sections were saved every 
400 pm throughout the brain; one section was picked up on a glass slide 
and stained with cresyl violet, and the remaining 3 adjacent sections 
were picked up on cold coverslips and rapidly dried on a hot plate. 
Coverslips were taped to cardboards and exposed to X-ray film (SB5, 
Kodak) for 8-10 d together with a set of polymethylmethacrylate 14C 
standards (O-l .08 rCi/g, Amersham). Films were processed using de- 
veloper and fixative (GBX, Kodak) according to packaged instructions. 

Blood glucose and “C levels. Blood samples taken during the exper- 
iment were centrifuged after collection, and 20 ~1 plasma samples were 
analyzed immediately after the experiment for glucose (Beckman Glu- 
cose Analyzer 2) and for 14C concentration using a liquid scintillation 
counter. Figure 3 shows a representative set of concentration curves for 
one monkey during the course of the 2-DG experiment. Integrated 
arterial plasma specific activities were derived from the blood concen- 
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Figure 2. The control tasks. Left, In 
the visual pattern discrimination task, 
wells were baited and covered with pat- 
terned cards during the IT1 (screen 
down). One pattern, a plus sign, always 
covered the baited well. Right, In the 
sensory motor task, the wells were bait- 
ed during the IT1 (screen down) and the 
rewards were retrieved by the monkey 
on each trial. 
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tration curves, and these were used to convert tissue 14C concentrations 
to local cerebral glucose utilization (LCGU) as described by Kennedy 
et al. (1978) for the monkey. 

Quantijication of autoradiograms 
Autoradiograms were digitized using an image-processing system com- 
prised of a PDP- 11 computer equipped with a Datacube graphics board 
(768 x 512 pixels, 256 gray levels), a Dage MCI video camera, and a 
color video monitor. The set of 14C standards that were coexposed on 
each film with the tissue sections were digitized and used to quantify 
the 14C radioactivity in the brain images. Gray-values were translated 
to 14C radioactivity concentrations, and these were converted to LCGU 
using the integrated plasma specific activities (see above). 

To measure LCGU in anatomically defined regions of the brain, we 
developed a computer program in which the brain regions of interest 
were first defined on a cresyl violet-stained tissue section and then 
LCGU was automatically determined for corresponding areas in the 
adjacent autoradiogram. The procedure was to designate regions of 
interest by placing an array of computer-generated box outlines on the 
digitized image of the cresyl violet section which was visible on the 
video monitor; the autoradiogram of the adjacent section was then 
aligned to this image. The computer digitized the autoradiogram image 
and transposed the box array onto this new image, and LCGU was 
subsequently given for each area outlined by these boxes. An array of 
boxes was used so that all regions of interest in a given autoradiogram 
were analyzed at the same time. The individual boxes which outlined 
each layer or nucleus were adjusted to accommodate the size, shape, 
and orientation of these areas across the anterior-posterior extent of 

TRIAL 2 
(cue and 

response) 

+ 

the temporal lobe; however, the box arrays used were quite comparable 
for all monkeys. 

Sampling LCGU in the dentate gyrus and hippocampus. Both the 
dentate gyrus and the hippocampus consist of a superficial portion, a 
deeper polymorphic cell portion, and a middle principal cell layer (Lo- 
rente de No, 1934). Sample measurements of LCGU were taken sep- 
arately from these characteristic laminae (Fig. 4). In the dentate gyrus, 
3 box outlines were used to sample LCGU in the molecular layer, the 
granule cell layer, and the polymorphic layer (hilus). The CA3 and CA1 
sectors were selected to represent the hippocampus. In both CA3 and 
CAl, LCGU was measured in samples from the pyramidal cell layer 
and the polymorphic layer, termed oriens/alveus. In the superficial por- 
tion of CA 1, we could distinguish 2 layers, the molecular and the ra- 
diatum, in the cresyl violet-stained sections, and these areas were sep- 
arately measured. The curvature of the hippocampus made it difficult 
to similarly differentiate the superficial portion of CA3 in the digitized 
cresyl violet sections. Therefore, only one measurement was made su- 
perficial to the pyramidal layer, which was termed molecular/radiatum 
as it overlapped both of these layers. Therefore, LCGU was determined 
for 10 laminar subdivisions of the hippocampus and dentate gyms in 
each autoradiogram. 

In each monkey, a uniform area through 5-6 mm of the anterior- 
posterior extent of the hippocampus and dentate gyms was analyzed. 
This sample area represented % of the hippocampus and dentate gyrus 
beginning with the postuncal portion of the anterior hippocampus and 
extending through the dentate gyrus and main body of the hippocampus 
to the posterior limit of the medial pulvinar. Throughout this sample 
region, the hippocampus is fully developed, and the envelope of the 
dentate gyrus in the CA fields is most recognizable. One side was ar- 
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MINUTES 

Figure 3. Representative blood glu- 
cose and 14C radioactivity concentra- 
tion curves for the 45 min 2-DG test 
session. Blood samples from each mon- 
key were collected at 14 time points 
during the 2-DG test session. Note that 
blood radioactivity concentration rap- 
idly peaks and declines, whereas blood 
glucose levels remain relatively stable 
during the course of the experiment. 

bitrarily selected for measurement, although in 3 monkeys, the other 
hemisphere was substituted because the tissue was better. In total, LCGU 
measurements were taken from the hippocampus and dentate gyms of 
13 monkeys. In 2 additional monkeys (DRl and VD l), cutting artifacts 
precluded measurement of the hippocampus and dentate gyrus but not 
the amygdala. 

Each hippocampus and dentate gyrus was sampled at 1 O-l 5 different 
levels (at least 400 pm apart) through the anterior-posterior sample 
area. We digitized 2-3 adjacent sections at each level. The median value 
across adjacent sections for a given layer was taken as the LCGU value 
for that layer at each specific level, and the arithmetic average of these 
medians through the entire sample region was used as the summary 
LCGU value for a given layer. Thus, each summary value represented 
30-45 separate measurements of a given layer. These summary values 
were used in the statistical analysis of individual layers. As a general 
index of LCGU for the entire dentate gyms, CA3 and CA 1 sectors, we 
used the arithmetic average of these summary values across the sampled 
layers in each structure. 

Amygdaloid nuclei. We used the cytoarchitectonic study of Crosby 
and Humphrey ( 194 1) and later elaboration of this work (Aggleton and 
Mishkin, 1984) as a guide for outlining specific nuclei in the amygdala. 
In the amygdala, boxes were placed to measure LCGU in the nuclei of 
the basal-lateral group: the lateral, lateral basal, medial basal, and ac- 
cessory basal nuclei, as well in the medial, central, and cortical nuclei 
(Fig. 5). A 2-2.5 mm anterior-posterior region of the amygdala through 
which the basal nuclear group is most expansive and well-defined was 
selected as the sample region. This region was marked anteriorly by the 
crossing of the anterior commissure and posteriorly by the insinuation 
of the pole of the hippocampus in the medial temporal lobe. The amyg- 
dala was sampled at 5 levels (each separated by at least 400 rm) through 
this anterior-posterior extent. Adjacent sections (usually 3) at each level 
were measured. The median measurement for a given nucleus across 
adjacent sections was taken as the LCGU value for that nucleus at each 
level. The arithmetic average of these medians was used to summarize 
the LCGU of a specific nucleus, and these values were statistically 
analyzed. 

Statistical analysis 
The major goal of this study was to determine whether working-memory 
differentially influences glucose utilization rates in the hippocampus, 
the dentate gyrus, and in the amygdala. Monkeys performing delayed 
spatial response, delayed spatial alternation, and delayed object alter- 
nation tasks comprised a working-memory group, and their LCGU data 
were compared with the LCGU data from the control group comprising 
monkeys tested in the visual pattern discrimination and sensory-motor 
tasks. These groups were compared by an analysis of covariance (see 
below and Winer, 197 1, pp. 752-8 12) using a computer-based statistical 
package (SYSTAT; Wilkinson, 1986). 

Analysis of covariance. Individual differences in overall brain metab- 
olism coupled with minor differences in the 2-DG protocol can con- 
tribute undesirable variance in 2-DG experiments (Gallistel et al., 1982; 
Eilbert, 1986). Because we were examining between-group differences 
in LCGU, a model of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) was selected 

in which a covariate is used to factor-out such unwanted individual 
effects. The covariate needed is the LCGU of a brain region unlikely to 
be differentiallv affected bv the task manipulation. The medial aeniculate 
body (MGB) was selected as this control region because there was no 
reason to suspect that this thalamic auditory nucleus would be differ- 
entially influenced by the different tasks as the same white masking 
noise was present during experiments. Indeed, the average LCGU (in 
pmol/lOO gm/min) for the MGB (measured bilaterally in 3 adjacent 
autoradiograms at 4-5 different anterior-posterior levels in each mon- 
key) was nearly identical for bothgroups: 75.59 for the working-memory 
group and 75.45 for the control group, despite a large range of values 
within both groups. This group difference in medial geniculate LCGU 
was highly insignificant by ANOVA [F( 1, 13) = (0.00 1, ns]. Whereas 
LCGU for MGB did not differentiate the working-memory and control 
groups, these data were highly significant predictors of each monkey’s 
individual LCGU for the dentate gyrus, CA3, and CA1 sectors of the 
hippocampus [F(l, 10) = 11.14, 13.73, and 6.66, p 5 0.05, for these 
areas respectively in 13 monkeys] and for all the nuclei measured in 
the amygdala [F(l, 12) = 10.33, 10.63, 15.48, 17.52, 19.55, 25.24 and 
27.31; p < 0.01 for the 7 amygdaloid nuclei in 15 monkeys]. The high 
correlation between individual medial geniculate LCGU and LCGU in 
these other regions of interest indicates the importance of individual 
differences in LCGU and validates the use of the MGB as a covariate 
factor in the analysis of the data. 

The ANOVA model used-LCGU (per layer or nucleus) = LCGU,,, 
+ (LCGU,,,) + Behavioral Paradigm-essentially hypothesized that 
the LCGU of a particular structure is a linear function of the charac- 
teristic glucose utilization rate (LCGU,,,) of that structure, the char- 
acteristic glucose utilization rate of the individual monkey (the covar- 
iate: LCGU,,,), and an additional metabolic amount attributable to 
the specific behavioral paradigm (working-memory vs control). The 
significance of this last variable, the contribution of working-memory, 
was the focus of our study. 

Results 
Behavioral training 
The goal of training was to insure reliable criterion performance 
on each task for the 45 min 2-DG session, and we individually 
tailored the training regimen of each monkey to facilitate leam- 
ing. The 2-DG session followed 1 to 8 months of training, de- 
pending upon task difficulty. Because the sensory-motor control 
task had no explicit mnemonic requirement, training was brief. 
At the other extreme, the delayed object alternation task was 
the most difficult, requiring an average of 6.5 months and 7400 
trials to bring monkeys through the object discrimination re- 
versal stage to the final criterion on 12 set object alternation. 
A high failure rate on this task has been reported (Pribram and 
Mishkin, 1956; Mishkin and Manning, 1978), and monkey DA3 
in our study was reassigned from object alternation because he 
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Figure 4. Photographs of an adjacent pair of digitized images through 
the hippocampus and dentate gyrus sample area. Top, A cresyl violet- 
stained section showing the laminar organization of the dentate gyrus 
and hippocampus. A representative array of measurement boxes defin- 
ing the laminae that were measured is superimposed. (The white borders 
of boxes are outlined for contrast). Boxes are labeled to identify the 
laminae measured. Bottom, The autoradiogram image of the adjacent 
section. This image was aligned to the cresyl violet image and the box 
array was superimposed automatically to measure LCGU (see Materials 
and Methods). Abbreviations: DG, dentate gyrus; g, granule cell layer; 
h, hilus layer; m, molecular layer; m/r, molecular/radiatum layers; r, 
radiatum layer; o/u, oriens/alveus layer; and p, pyramidal cell layer. 

did not progress through the stages of the task with sufficient 
speed. Training averaged 3.5 months on delayed spatial alter- 
nation, 3.7 months for delayed spatial response, and 2.0 months 
for visual pattern discrimination. 

Whereas the total duration of training provides one index of 
task difficulty, these data are not strictly comparable because of 
differences in the delays and intertrial intervals and because no 
attempt was made to keep the number of trials per session or 
the number of sessions constant. The data from an earlier stage 

the amygdala sample area. Top, A cresyl violet-stained section of the 
amygdala. A representative array of measurement boxes defining the 7 
nuclei measured is superimposed. The labels identify these nuclei. Bot- 
tom, The autoradiogram image of the adjacent section was aligned to 
the cresyl violet image and the box array was superimposed automat- 
ically to measure LCGU in these nuclei (see Materials and Methods). 
Abbreviations: Lut, lateral; Lb, lateral basal, Mb, medial basal, Ab, 
accessory basal; Me, medial; Ce, central; and Co, cortical. 

of training are more instructive because uniformly short delay 
and intertrial intervals (O-5 set) were used. Table 1 shows the 
number of trials and sessions required for each monkey to achieve 
initial proficiency (85% correct in 100 trials) on this preliminary 
version of each task. The mean data shown in Table 1 again 
indicate that object alternation was most difficult followed by, 
in order of relative difficulty, delayed spatial alternation, delayed 
spatial response, and the visual pattern discrimination task. 
These data show that the initial learning of delayed spatial al- 
ternation required more sessions and trials than delayed spatial 
delayed response, although on the whole, as indicated above, 
the total duration of training was comparable for both. What is 
also brought out in Table 1 is the similarity of delayed spatial 
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response and visual pattern discrimination with respect to initial 
learning in contrast to their differences with respect to the extent 
of the complete training regimen: 3.7 vs 1.7 months for delayed 
spatial response and visual pattern discrimination, respectively. 
Increments in the temporal delay, between the cue and the re- 
sponse in delayed response and between trials in the discrimi- 
nation paradigm, differentially affected the difficulty of these 2 
tasks. There were no parallel behavioral results for the sensory- 
motor control task, the preliminary (and final) criterion in this 
paradigm was met upon completion of sessions (given in Table 
1) in which monkeys steadily retrieved the rewards for 45 min 
in the WGTA. 

Table 1. Trials and sessions required to achieve proficiency (85% in 
100 trials) on preliminary versions of each task and behavioral scores 
for the 2-DC session 

Task 

Preliminary training 2-DG test 

Trials Sessions Trials % Correct 

8 

8 
6 

143 96 
128 84 
131 95 
134 92 

Experimental performance 

Spatial response 
DRla 240 
DR2 150 
DR3 240 
Mean 210 

Spatial alternation 
DA1 (30 set) 619 
DA2 (30 set) 1208 
Mean - 

DA3 (12 set) 410 
DA4 (12 set) 1205 
Mean 8606 

Object alternation 
OAl 1560 
OA2 3100 
Mean 2330 

Visual discrimination 
VDla 240 
VD2 351 
VD3 290 
VD4 270 
Mean 288 

Sensory-motor 
SClc 766 
SC2 1830 
Mean 1298 

8 
13 

Prior to the 2-DG experimental session, monkeys were per- 
forming at 90% accuracy on their respective tasks except for 
delayed object alternation, where 85% correct was acceptable 
owing to the difficulty of the task. This level of performance 
was approximated by 1 l/13 monkeys on the critical test day 
(Table 1). Response accuracy deteriorated toward the end of the 
45 min 2-DG test period for 2 monkeys, DR2 and DAl; the 
performance of these monkeys was, however, at criterion in the 
critical early stages of the period during which most Y-2-DG 
is incorporated (Sokoloff et al., 1977). The average number of 
responses (trials) during the 2-DG test session was relatively 
uniform across tasks in which the delay period was 10-12 set 
(Table 1). Thus, if responding is equated with work, the mag- 
nitude ofwork exerted by monkeys was comparable across tasks. 
On the 30 set delayed spatial alternation test, however, the 
average number of trials was roughly half that for the 12 set 
spatial alternation task. 

- 
5 

23 
126 

62 76 
87 97 
75 87 

160 89 
128 91 
144 90 

22 127 82 
56 140 86 
39 138 84 

129 100 
160 97 
92 94 

180 100 
140 98 

Qualitative profile of the hippocampus and dentate gyrus in 
autoradiograms 

6 130 
12 180 
9 155 

The pattern of 2-DG uptake in autoradiograms varied across 
the layers of the dentate gyrus, the CA3 and the CA1 sectors 
(see Fig. 4). The pattern observed in each structure was similar 
across all monkeys. In the dentate gyrus, a band of label cor- 
responding to the granule cell layer was apparent in autoradio- 
grams across monkeys; its width in autoradiograms appeared 
slightly smaller than in the adjacent cresyl violet-stained sec- 
tions. The superficial layers of the dentate gyrus and CA1 and 
CA3 also were dark in the autoradiograms relative to the deeper 
layers of these sectors. 

u Monkeys used only in the amygdala analysis. 
h Mean for all 4 monkeys tested on delayed spatial alternation. 
‘ These are for 45 min sessions that preceded the 2-DG test. 

was significant [F(l, 10) = 5.77, p < 0.051. In the hilus region 
as well, mean LCGU was enhanced by 15% in the working- 
memory group relative to the control group [F( 1, 10) = 3.97, 
ns]. 

LCGU in the dentate gyrus, CA3, and CA1 

Figure 6 shows LCGU for each layer in CA3, CAl, and the 
dentate gyrus across the anterior-posterior sample area for 13 
monkeys. In CA1 and CA3, LCGU was graded across the layers, 
being highest in the superficial layers and lowest in the deeper 
layers of these sectors. In the dentate gyrus, however, LCGU 
was highest in the granule cell layer, although group differences 
were most pronounced in the molecular layer. 

The average LCGU in the CA3 sector (over all layers) was 
generally lower than LCGU in CA1 or in the dentate gyrus 
(Table 2). Nevertheless, the mean LCGU for layers in this region 
still was enhanced in the working-memory group relative to the 
control monkeys, although these differences were not statisti- 
cally significant. As was the case for the dentate gyrus, the largest 
between-group difference was in the superficial, molecular-ra- 
diatum partition, where mean LCGU was 18% higher for the 
working-memory group [F( 1, 10) = 3.57, ns]. The average glu- 
cose utilization rates in the pyramidal cell [F( 1, 10) = 1.82, ns] 
and oriens/alveus layers [F( 1, 10) = 1.34, ns] were 11 and 9% 
higher, respectively, in the working-memory group. 

In every layer measured, average glucose utilization rates were The average LCGU was significantly higher for the working- 
higher for the working-memory group compared with the con- memory group in 3 of the 4 layers measured in CA 1. As was 
trol group (Table 2). Thus, in the dentate gyrus, LCGU was the case for the other sectors, the largest between-group differ- 
enhanced in the molecular layer, the granule cl11 layer, and the ence in LCGU was in the molecular layer, where the mean 
hilus. The maximum between-group difference in LCGU was glucose utilization rate was 2 1% higher in the working-memory 
in the molecular layer, where the mean glucose utilization rate group [F(l, 10) = 16.36, p < O.OOS]. In the radiatum [F(l, 10) 
was 24% higher in the working-memory group [F( 1,lO) = 13.99, = 12.61, p x O.OOS] and the pyramidal layers [F(l, 10) = 7.75, 
p < O.OOS]. The average LCGU in the granule cell layer was p < 0.021, mean LCGU also was significantly higher in the 
19% greater in the working-memory group, a difference that also working-memory group being, respectively, 19 and 16% higher 
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Figure 6. Local cerebral glucose uti- 
lization (LCGU) in the hippocampus 
and dentate gyms of individual mon- 
keys performing working-memory and 
control tasks. The solid horizontal line 
in each column is the mean LCGU for 
each group. Significant differences in 
LCGU as a function of working-mem- 
ory are indicated (*, **, *** = p < 0.05, 
0.02, and 0.005, respectively). Abbre- 
viations: gran, granule cell layer; hil, 
hilus; mol, molecular layer; m/r, mo- 
lecular/radiatum layers; o/a, oriens/al- 
veus; pyr, pyramidal cell layer. 
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for these monkeys. Although the average LCGU in the oriens/ 
alveus area was 16% higher in the working-memory group, this 
was not a significant enhancement of LCGU [F(l,lO) = 4.54, 
ns] . 

Anterior-posterior dlyerences in LCGU 
Anterior and posterior lesions of the hippocampal formation 
may not be equipotent in producing behavior deficits (Squire 
and Zola-Morgan, 1983). Therefore, we evenly divided our 6 
mm sample area into 3 mm anterior and posterior regions to 
determine whether glucose utilization values in CA1 , CA3, and 
the dentate gyrus differed along this dimension. The anterior 
region included the hippocampus and the dentate gyrus from 
the level of the posterior uncus through the anterior portion of 
the body of the hippocampus. The posterior region included the 
body of the hippocampus through the level of the posterior 
medial pulvinar. 

We found that mean LCGU in the posterior sample region 
was higher than in the anterior sample region (see Table 3). This 
difference in glucose utilization rate across the anterior-poste- 
rior sample area was significant by ANOVAs performed on the 
anterior-posterior difference scores in the dentate gyrus, CAl, 
and CA3 [F(l, 10) = 7.60, 6.21, and 15.80, allp x 0.05, re- 
spectively). This enhancement of LCGU in the posterior region 
relative to the anterior region was not differentially influenced 
by working-memory [F(l, 10) = 2.40, 2.17, 0.34, all ns, for the 
dentate gyrus, CAl, and CA3, respectively]. Instead, working- 
memory performance enhanced glucose utilization rates in both 
the anterior and posterior regions of CA3, CAl, and the dentate 
gyrus (Table 3). Thus, LCGU was significantly greater for the 
working-memory group relative to the control group in the an- 
terior region of the dentate gyrus [F(l, 10) = 6.82, p < 0.051 

0 

I I I 
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and CA 1 [F( 1, 10) = 7.854, p < 0.021, as well as in the posterior 
regions of both structures [for the dentate gyrus: F( 1, 10) = 
10.14, p < 0.02; for CAl: F(1, 10) = 20.38, p < O.OOS]. The 
enhancement of LCGU in the anterior and posterior regions of 
CA3 in the working-memory group was not statistically signif- 
icant. 

Within-group task dlflerences 
Although the number of subjects in each particular task was 
small, the within-group data were compared to evaluate whether 
participation in one specific working-memory or control task 
differentially contributed to the glucose utilization rates. In the 
control group, the average LCGU for all layers combined was 
similar for monkeys tested on the sensory-motor routine relative 
to monkeys tested on the visual pattern discrimination task [F( 1, 
2) < 1 .O, ns]. For the working-memory group as well, there was 
no significant between-task difference in the average LCGU over 
all layers [F(2, 4) < 1 .O, ns], even though these tasks appeared 
to vary in their relative difficulty (Table 1). The length of the 
delay interval also had no independent effect upon LCGU, at 
least with respect to the delayed alternation task, because no 
significant differences in the mean LCGU for all layers combined 
were measured in monkeys performing the 30 set delayed spatial 
alternation task relative to the 12 set version of this task [F(l, 
1) < 1.0, ns]. 

LCGU in amygdaloid nuclei 

The nuclear organization of the amygdala was characterized by 
a distinctive pattern in the autoradiograms. The outstanding 
feature of these autoradiograms was the lateral basal nucleus 
(Fig. 5) because it was the darkest region in the amygdala. The 
pattern of 2-DG uptake within the lateral basal nucleus was, 
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Table 2. Mean LCGU + SEM in layers of the dentate gyrus and Table 3. 
hippocampal CA3 and CA1 sectors in 8 monkeys of the working- 

Mean LCGU + SEM for anterior and posterior sectors of 

memory group (WM) and 5 monkeys of the control group (CONT) 
the dentate gyrus, CA3, and CA1 in 8 monkeys in the working- 
memory group (WM) and 5 monkeys of the control group (CONT) 

Sector 
LCGU 
(pmolllO0 gm/min) 

Dentate gyrus 
Molecular 

WM 
CONT 

Granule 
WM 
CONT 

Hilus 
WM 
CONT 

CA3 
Molecularkadiatum 

WM 
CONT 

Pyramidal 
WM 
CONT 

Oriens/alveus 
WM 
CONT 

CA1 
Molecular 

WM 
CONT 

Radiatum 
WM 
CONT 

Pyramidal 
WM 
CONT 

Oriens/alveus 
WM 
CONT 

Sector 

LCGU (pmoV 100 gm/min) 

Anterior Posterior 

38.28 + 1.86 
30.93 f  2.34 

41.54 + 2.07 
34.93 -t 2.69 

33.13 * 1.58 
28.81 k 2.45 

Dentate gyrus 
WM 
CONT 

CA3 
WM 

CONT 
CA1 

WM 
CONT 

35.99 Ik 1.75 39.58 + 1.73 
30.72 + 2.74 32.59 k 2.00 

29.85 + 1.81 31.14 + 1.42 
26.69 + 2.80 27.50 + 1.47 

33.43 k 1.67 36.78 f  1.27 
28.81 k 2.35 30.51 + 1.83 

33.90 + 2.21 
28.80 + 2.02 

31.28 + 1.50 
28.19 k 2.45 

26.13 k 1.32 
23.99 + 2.22 

44.94 + 2.16 
37.10 + 3.43 

34.53 + 1.43’ 
28.94 k 1.82 

33.71 + 1.376 
29.08 k 1.93 

26.91 k 1.40 
23.21 k 1.43 

nuclei. Interestingly, mean LCGU in the lateral basal nucleus 
was slightly decreased (3%) in the working-memory group rel- 
ative to the control group. LCGU in these nuclei are plotted for 
individual monkeys in Figure 7. 

Discussion 
The results of the foregoing 2-DG analysis have shown that 
functional activity in the CA1 and CA3 regions of the hippo- 
campus and the dentate gyrus is enhanced by the mnemonic 
demands ofthe working-memory tasks. Glucose utilization rates 
were increased by as much as 24% in monkeys performing these 
working-memory tasks relative to the rates measured in mon- 
keys tested on the control tasks. Functional activity was partic- 
ularly magnified in 2 regions measured: the dentate gyrus and 

Table 4. Mean LCGU + SEM in 7 amyudaloid nuclei for 9 
monkeys in the working-memory group (WM) and 6 monkeys in the 
control (CONT) group 

“p 5 0.05, bp i 0.02, and ‘p < 0.005 for group differences. 
Lateral 

WM 

Nucleus LCGU ANOVA 

itself, not homogeneous; the dorsal-most part of the lateral basal 
nucleus was more darkly labeled than the ventromedial part. 
At some anterior-posterior levels, labeling in the lateral nucleus 
also appeared to be graded. Glucose utilization rates in the 
lateral basal nucleus were overwhelmingly higher than the rates 
measured in any of the other amygdaloid nuclei; it was nearly 
40% greater than the combined (over all the nuclei) average 
LCGU across all monkeys. LCGU was quite similar across the 
remaining nuclei, although activity was slightly higher in the 
lateral nucleus compared with the central, medial, and cortical 
nuclei (Table 4). The central nucleus could not be measured in 
monkey SC 1. 

Unlike the preceding analysis for the hippocampus and the 
dentate gyrus, there was no group effect on LCGU in the amyg- 
dala (see Table 4). Although mean LCGU in most of the amyg- 
daloid nuclei was slightly higher for the working-memory group, 
these between-group differences were small, ranging from 4-9% 
across 6 of the 7 nuclei examined. The largest between-group 
differences (- 9%) were measured in the medial and medial basal 

CONT 
Lateral basal 

WM 
CONT 

Medial basal 
WM 
CONT 

Accessory basal 
WM 
CONT 

Central 
WM 
CONT 

Medial 
WM 
CONT 

Cortical 
WM 
CONT 

31.80 f  2.04 
29.55 f  2.61 

1.35, ns 

39.75 zk 2.63 0.20, ns 
41.04 * 3.95 

29.67 + 2.11 1.23, ns 
27.35 t 2.80 

28.28 iz 1.75 0.82, ns 
26.34 +- 3.01 

25.13 ? 1.60 0.57, ns 
24.06 zi 3.45 

25.39 2 1.71 0.87, ns 
23.39 f  2.72 

27.90 f  1.82 0.25, ns 
26.44 f  3.70 

The analysis of variance (ANOVA) scores also are given (degrees of freedom = 
I,12 except for the central nucleus where it was 1,ll; ns = not significant). 
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Figure 7 Local cerebral glucose utilization (LCGU) in the amygdala 
of individual monkeys performing working-memory and control tasks. 
The solid horizontal line in each column is the mean LCGU for each 
group. Abbreviations as in Figure 5. 

the CA1 field of the hippocampus. By contrast with these data, 
LCGU in 7 amygdaloid nuclei did not vary significantly as a 
function of working-memory. 

Working- memory 

Following Honig (1978) Olton et al. (1979), and others (Bad- 
deley, 1986; Roitblat, 1987) we have invoked the concept of 
working-memory to describe the processing of the context-spe- 
cific or trial-dependent information in memory tasks by exper- 
imental animals. The delayed spatial alternation, delayed spatial 
response and delayed object alternation paradigms used in this 
experiment were operationally defined as working-memory tests. 
Whereas the particular performance rule, for example, “alter- 
nate responses,” was invariant across trials, the relevance of the 
explicit stimulus-response contingency was of short tenure- 
one trial only. Therefore, correct performance always involved 
on-line processing because old information must be supplanted 
in memory by the outcome of each succeeding trial. By contrast, 
the visual pattern discrimination and the sensory motor control 
tasks have an invariant relationship between the informational 
stimulus and the response which was well learned before the 
2-DG session. These paradigms are based on the mechanism 
of associative learning and have previously been characterized 
as reference memory (Olton et al., 1979) procedural, or skill 
learning tests (Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1984, 1985). 

LCGU as a function of mnemonic demand 
The 2-DG results show that the operationally distinct mne- 
monic processes engaged by the working-memory and control 
group paradigms can be accompanied by quantitative differ- 

ences in “brain work” (e.g., Ingvar, 1975). In the CA1 and CA3 
areas of the hippocampus proper and in the dentate gyrus, the 
effect of performance on the working-memory paradigms was 
to increase glucose utilization rates relative to the control group. 
The magnitude of this enhancement ranged from nearly 10% in 
the oriens/alveus layers of the hippocampus to 24% in the mo- 
lecular layer of CA 1. These differences in LCGU values during 
behavioral performance are of the same order of magnitude as 
the changes in brain activity reported for humans during cog- 
nitive processing (Ingvar, 1975; Roland and Friberg, 1985; Ro- 
land et al., 1987). Therefore, working-memory performance ap- 
pears to be more effective in driving functional activity in the 
hippocampus and the dentate gyrus than performance on the 
associative tasks of the control conditions. 

The facilitation of metabolic activity in the hippocampus and 
dentate gyrus of the working-memory group parallels the find- 
ings of previous hippocampal lesion studies. With respect to the 
delayed spatial alternation task, lesions of the hippocampal for- 
mation, as well as lesions which more extensively involve the 
medial temporal lobe, have been shown to impair the perfor- 
mance of monkeys on this task when delays of 5 set or more 
are used, although individual variability due to differences in 
testing history, lesion size, or learning strategies has been noted 
(Orbach et al., 1960; Pribram et al., 1962; Mahut and Cordeau, 
1963; Correll and Scoville, 1967; Waxler and Rosvold, 1970; 
Mahut, 197 1). The length ofthe delay, beyond a critical interval, 
however, may not potentiate the adverse effects of the lesion 
(Correll and Scoville, 1967). The data of the present experiment 
indicated that the converse also may hold because LCGU in 
CA 1, CA3, and dentate gyrus for monkeys performing a 12 set 
delayed alternation task was comparable to that for monkeys 
performing the version of this task that used 30 set delays. 

The evidence for a delayed spatial response impairment after 
hippocampal damage, however, is more equivocal because dif- 
ferences in the extent of the lesion, the duration of the delay, 
and the testing history of the monkey are all critical for obtaining 
a deficit. For example, Zola-Morgan and Squire (1985) reported 
that lesions of the hippocampus (including the amygdala) se- 
riously impaired the performance of monkeys on this task when 
the delay was 15 set but not when the delay was 8 set, and in 
a study by Mishkin and Pribram (1954), hippocampal damage 
was shown to have an adverse affect on delayed response leam- 
ing when there was no preoperative testing history but not when 
monkeys had extensive preoperative training. Conversely, in 
their studies of the effect of hippocampal or medial temporal 
lesions, Orbach et al. (1960), Mahut and Cordeau (1963), Correll 
and Scoville (1967), and Mahut (197 1) appeared to indicate no 
deficit on the delayed spatial response task with O-l 5 set delays. 
However, careful reexamination of these results reveals that 
some of their subjects required more training and performed 
more poorly on the delayed response paradigm than did the 
control-lesioned monkeys. Finally, task-related changes in unit 
activity in the hippocampus have been reported for monkeys 
performing the delayed spatial response task (Watanabe and 
Niki, 1985). The differential activity of a large proportion of 
units was correlated with the delay period of the task, and im- 
portantly, the majority of these units were located in the CA1 
sector of the hippocampus. 

The delayed object alternation task has not yet been studied 
in monkeys with hippocampal lesions; however, some evidence 
suggests that performance on this task might be sensitive to such 
damage. For example, hippocampal damage impairs perfor- 
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mance on delayed nonmatching-to-sample (Mahut et al., 1982; 
Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1986) and this test is similar to de- 
layed object alternation because both are working-memory tasks 
in which the correct object alternates between trials and accurate 
performance relies upon the use of information from the pre- 
ceding trial. Furthermore, electrophysiological studies of the 
hippocampus have shown that some units are preferentially 
driven by the conjunction of an object in a relevant context 
(Brown, 1982; Wilson et al., 1986). These data suggest that 
hippocampal lesions may deleteriously affect performance on 
delayed object alternation paradigms, but this remains to be 
experimentally studied. 

Two of the three tasks in the working-memory group required 
response alternation, and this specific requirement may be im- 
portant independent from the particular mnemonic require- 
ments of the task. However, delayed spatial response, which 
does not explicitly require alternation, also enhanced metabolic 
rate in the hippocampus and dentate gyrus. Thus, alternation 
was not an obligatory feature of the working-memory tasks, 
although this kind of performance may have contributed to the 
facilitation of LCGU in the dentate gyrus and hippocampus. 

Finally, hippocampal lesions that spare the anterior hippo- 
campus have been associated with only minimal impairments 
in performance on cognitive tasks (Mahut et al., 1981; Squire 
and Zola-Morgan, 1983). In our analysis comparing anterior 
and posterior portions of the dentate gyrus, CA3, and CAl, 
LCGU values were significantly different across the anterior- 
posterior extent of the sampled area. The enhancement of LCGU 
by working-memory, however, was independent of the anterior 
or posterior extent of the sample area. As the area sampled in 
this study did not include the most anterior extent of the hip- 
pocampus and dentate gyrus, however, the possibility of func- 
tional differences in the participation of these anterior and pos- 
terior regions in working-memory cannot be ruled out. 

The control tasks used were association or skill learning prob- 
lems, and the hippocampus is not essential either for the ac- 
quisition or retention of such learning. In monkeys, neither 
specific damage to the hippocampus nor more extensive medial 
temporal lesions seriously impair performance on motor-skill 
(Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1984, 1986), visual pattern discrim- 
ination (Orbach et al., 1960; Zola-Morgan and Squire, 1985, 
1986), size discrimination (Orbach et al., 1960), or object dis- 
crimination tasks (Mahut, 1971). Performance may be im- 
paired, however, when difficult concurrent discrimination prob- 
lems are used (Mahut et al., 1982; but see Malamut et al., 1984). 

Spatial and nonspatial memory 
Whereas the delayed spatial alternation, delayed spatial re- 
sponse, and delayed object alternation all engaged working- 
memory processing, these tasks differ in the type of trial- 
dependent information to be remembered. For the delayed 
response and delayed alternation tasks, this information was 
about the spatial position of the reward. For the object alter- 
nation task, however, the nature of this information was not 
spatial but instead referred to objects. Despite this difference, 
LCGU in CA3, CAl, and the dentate gyrus did not differ as a 
function of the spatial versus nonspatial characteristics of the 
working-memory tasks. These data suggest that the essential 
feature of these tasks that facilitated LCGU was the general 
process of working-memory rather than the specific type of in- 
formation that was remembered. Thus, the present LCGU data 
may provide some rapprochement of current theories of hip- 

pocampal function in the nonhuman primate that have focused 
on recognition memory (e.g., Mishkin et al., 1984; Squire and 
Zola-Morgan, 1985) to historically earlier experiments that ex- 
amined spatial memory (e.g., Mishkin and Pribram, 1954; Or- 
bath et al., 1960; Correll and Scoville, 1967; Mahut, 1971). 
These 2-DG data also serve to reinforce the connecting link 
between hippocampal function in the monkey and in the rat 
because the importance of the hippocampus for the processing 
of spatial information in the rat is indisputable (O’Keefe and 
Nadel, 1978; Olton et al., 1979, 1983; Jarrard, 1980; Kesner, 
1985). 

LCGU in the amygdala 
In the 7 amygdaloid nuclei that were examined, LCGU was not 
significantly different in the working-memory group relative to 
the control group. This finding is consistent with experimental 
lesion studies showing that amygdalectomy does not seriously 
impair the performance of monkeys on simple visual pattern 
discrimination problems (Schwartzbaum, 1965) or on delayed 
spatial alternation tests (Orbach et al., 1960; Barrett, 1969, for 
a similar task). Importantly, these results also are supported by 
recent work (Squire and Zola-Morgan, 1988) showing that cir- 
cumscribed lesions of the amygdala in monkeys do not impair 
performance on delayed spatial response tasks using various 
delay periods, on nonmatching-to-sample tasks, nor on discrim- 
ination problems. 

Whether the LCGU results reflect a lack of essential relevance 
of the memory process itself for amygdala function or bespeak 
a common role for the amygdala in all of the tasks examined is 
not clarified by our data. The latter possibility, however, is 
supported by previous studies suggesting that the amygdala is 
important for encoding stimuli that have motivational and re- 
inforcement-related significance (Sanghera et al., 1979; Mishkin 
and Aggleton, 1981; Spiegler and Mishkin, 1981; Sarter and 
Markowitsch, 1985; Gaffan and Harrison, 1987). At the least, 
however, the LCGU data provide another basis for distinguish- 
ing the contribution of the amygdala from that of the hippo- 
campus and dentate gyrus. Many lesion studies in the primate 
have suggested that the amygdala and hippocampus have an 
additive effect on memory (Mishkin, 1978; Murray and Mish- 
kin, 1984, 1986). The present study dissociates the contribution 
of these areas to mnemonic function because the negative find- 
ings in the amygdala were drawn from the same monkeys for 
whom working-memory performance facilitated LCGU in the 
CA3 and CA1 sectors of the hippocampus and the dentate gyrus. 

An outstanding feature of the 2-DG data for the amygdala in 
monkeys of both groups was high LCGU in the lateral basal 
nucleus relative to the other nuclei. The anatomical basis for 
this effect may be differences in the intrinsic (Aggleton, 1985), 
cortical (Turner et al., 1980; Porrino et al., 198 1) or hippocam- 
pal (Aggleton, 1986) connectivity of these nuclei. However, the 
relevance of our finding is not clear because evidence for a 
functional dissociation of individual amygdaloid nuclei in the 
monkey is weak (Aggleton and Passingham, 198 1; Sarter and 
Markowitsch, 1985) although recent electrophysiological stud- 
ies indicate that neuronal activities to sensory stimuli may be 
topographically organized in the amygdala (Nishijo et al., 1988a, 
b). 

Relevance of cortical connectivity 
Metabolic activity in monkeys performing working-memory 
tasks was enhanced in regions that contain critical parts of the 
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trisynaptic pathway that first links the hippocampus and dentate 
gyrus to their main source ofcortical afferents, entorhinal cortex, 
and then allows the how of information from the dentate gyrus 
through the CA sectors of the hippocampus (Rosene and Van 
Hoesen, 1977; and 1987, for review). For example, group dif- 
ferences in metabolic activity were largest in the superficial por- 
tion of the hippocampus and dentate gyrus, and the molecular 
layer is the target zone for entorhinal efferents, the perforant 
pathway, to the hippocampus (Van Hoesen and Pandya, 1975). 
The contribution of this projection to CA3, however, appears 
to be reduced relative to other sectors (Van Hoesen and Pandya, 
1975). Such topographical differences may be one basis for our 
finding that enhanced LCGU in the CA3 sector was less pro- 
nounced than in the dentate gyrus and CAl. CA3, on the other 
hand, is both a terminal region for dentate gyrus fibers and a 
source of intrinsic hippocampal projections to CA1 . In this in- 
termediate position, CA3 may play a particularly important role 
in the processing of information streaming through the tris- 
ynaptic circuit (Rolls, 1987, for discussion of the role of CA3 in 
such processing). CA 1, as the third synaptic link in the intrinsic 
connections of the hippocampus, can be considered the recipient 
of highly processed hippocampal information. Working-mem- 
ory significantly enhanced activity in 3 of the 4 layers measured 
in this sector. The importance of this region for memory func- 
tion has recently been reemphasized by a clinical report cor- 
relating anterograde amnesia and circumscribed damage to this 
sector (Zola-Morgan et al., 1986). Furthermore, projections of 
the CA fields to the subiculum and other cortical areas appear 
to arise exclusively from CA1 (Rosene and Van Hoesen, 1987); 
this sector, therefore, represents a means by which the hippo- 
campus can exert a direct and widespread influence on the cor- 
tex. 

Emphasis on the cortical connectivity of the hippocampus is 
particularly relevant with respect to the specific working-mem- 
ory tasks used in this experiment. Several lines of evidence 
suggest that the hippocampus, in conjunction with the prefrontal 
cortex, cooperatively mediates performance on the working- 
memory tasks. Anatomically, the entorhinal and subicular cor- 
tices are convergence sites for direct projections from prefrontal 
as well as other association cortices in the monkey (Van Hoesen 
et al., 1979; Van Hoesen, 1982; Goldman-Rakic et al., 1984; 
Insausti et al., 1987). Indeed, the entorhinal and subicular cor- 
tices appeared dark in autoradiograms, and whether functional 
metabolic activity in these medial temporal regions also is fa- 
cilitated by working-memory is currently being examined. Be- 
haviorally, the critical importance of the dorsolateral prefrontal 
cortex for spatial working-memory has been well established 
(Goldman-Rakic, 1987, for review), and the inferior lateral con- 
vexity of the prefrontal cortex appears crucial for performance 
on delayed object alternation problems (Mishkin and Manning, 
1978). Preliminary evidence from this laboratory also suggests 
that these frontal cortical areas are activated by working-mem- 
ory tasks in monkeys (Bugbee and Goldman-Rakic, 1984), as 
are the thalamic regions that are connected with prefrontal cor- 
tex (Friedman et al., 1987). Interestingly, in the rat, glucose 
utilization in the hippocampus and frontal cortex also correlates 
with performance on spatial tests (Gage et al., 1984). 

The 2-DG method and cognitive behavior 

The 2-DG method has proven to be a powerful means for eval- 
uating metabolic activity underlying a variety of behavioral and 
physiologically relevant events. In many reports, the technique 

has been used in conjunction with experimental manipulations 
such as brain lesions (Kennedy et al., 1976; Macko et al., 1982) 
and stimulation (or deprivation) of specific sensory or motor 
systems (Kennedy et al., 1976; Juliano et al., 198 1) which pro- 
duce dramatic changes in metabolic activity. The experimental 
design of the present 2-DG study differs considerably from these 
more usual protocols; both the working-memory and the control 
tasks were similar in nearly every respect except for the nature 
of the psychological process that was guiding performance. Al- 
though we predicted that performance on cognitive tasks with 
different mnemonic demands would differentially affect meta- 
bolic activity in the brain, we did not know what to expect with 
respect to the kind and magnitude of these effects given the 
subtle differences among the paradigms employed. This dem- 
onstration that working-memory selectively enhances the pat- 
tern of functional metabolic activity in the hippocampus not 
only emphasizes the importance of the hippocampus for such 
mnemonic processing, but also indicates that the 2-DG method 
is sufficiently sensitive to detect differences in psychological pro- 
cessing. 
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